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In November, Suzanne Miklos and Mike Sliter lead our first successful Women Warrior event in

LEADING REMOTE TEAMS

we are going to be holding another course called Building Your Tribe Boot Camp, which will

From The President’s Desk

partnership with Adrenaline Monkey, an indoor adventure center. Given the success of this event,
emphasize network and teambuilding with a team-based physical component. We invite you to attend
and enjoy the evening with us!

I

Suzanne Miklos, Ph.D.

feel like Amazon.com knows me and
loves me. Amazon wants me to have the
movies, music and books that fit me. It can
bring me new dog toys, furniture, or party
supplies in a day and, through the magic
of artificial intelligence, knows what brands I will favor
even before I do. How can you as a leader provide this
personalized, timely connection? It’s the small things
that connect people to our brand.
As an executive coach, I work with leaders who may
manage a team around the country or even the
globe. Being able to leverage diversity and skill sets
that are not geographically bound are top benefits of
this arrangement. Having done 360s with a number
of these teams, the downside is that people can feel
disconnected to the culture or their leader. Spot
coaching, which can be an important part of face to
face management, can be more challenging. “She
only calls when there is a problem or for our regular
one-on-ones” is a common complaint.
One of the most important keys to virtual management
that I see across my most successful clients is evolving
the communication chain to be as robust as possible.
Having face to face contact that includes fun,
teambuilding, and brand exposure is critical to creating
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one team. Stretch out the energy by keeping informal
jokes present and by leaving time at the beginning of
web calls to touch base on vacations, kids, or hobbies.
Instant messages, while not personal, provide the real
time connection that can be missing in remote teams.
The second key is prioritizing development. Knowing
that the company and my leader are contributing to
my growth is a personalization of input that makes an
individual feel both appreciated and stretched. Formal
development discussions are great, but so are the
casual “what is on your plate,” or ‘here is something
new that I am learning.”
The third key is keeping their contributions linked to
the company and team brand as well as the broader
organization. Providing rich information about the
overall direction and about the leader’s priorities
creates a sense of community. “I don’t know what my
boss is working on” can be as impactful as not seeing
how projects fit into the bigger picture. Imagine one
team member is putting on the roof to a house while
another is working on the siding. Being able to see each
other prevents problems and allows for a shared sense
of progress. Using technology, scorecards and even
photo or video updates can improve collaboration.
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MANAGER’S CORNER

The Emotional Impact of Remote Work
Michael Sliter, Ph.D.

have conducted a good deal of research
with folks who work remotely, and it can
be a surprisingly emotional experience.
A few stories stuck with me. One man, who
worked on an entirely virtual team, spoke
of the isolated feelings that often filled him, especially
toward the end of the day. Another woman, who was
the only remote worker in her team, talked about the
constant anxiety that resulted from the need to be
seen. A third, a longtime employee who moved to
a new company without relocating, felt like half of
leadership just isn’t supportive of his remote status,
and he constantly felt “less than” because of that
distance. The best managers pay attention to the
emotional underpinnings of virtual work.
Breaking Down Isolation
Having worked from home for years myself, isolation
is a very real feeling. It becomes easy to sink into a
world where communication is all IM and email and
where there is no person-to-person contact on most
given days. It can lead to disengagement and even
depression. As a manager, it is your role to ensure
that doesn’t happen. Create frequent touch-points
that go beyond checking in on work. Find ways to get
the entire team together and encourage collaborative
projects that involve not just hand offs, but also
brainstorming.

Setting clear expectations around availability
The pressure to always appear “working” can spark
anxiety for even the staunchest remote workers.
Many individuals will overcommunicate to prove that
they are working, and they will let work bleed into
non-work hours. As a manager, setting norms around
communication, and being direct around this, can
help calm eager employees and lessen this anxiety.
Set clear standards around your own communication
by limiting off-work time emails, and let people know
directly that you trust them. Delivering this message
frequently will help it to sink in.
Moderating ‘Less Than” Perceptions
The reality of a changing workplace is that there are
still many who don’t support remote work. They
subscribe to MacGregor’s Theory X—employees are
not motivated to do work without direct supervision.
Though it is hard to budge that perspective, leaders
of remote employees need to pay special attention
about recognizing the successes and lifting up remote
employees in a public way. Point out extraordinary
efforts and results in a way that both others, and the
employee, can see.

M

RESEARCH ARTICLE:

Generational Differences Leader Support for Remote Work
Katherine Sliter, Ph.D.
oving into 2020, the topic of remote
work is hardly a novel one. Over 40%
of employees report working remotely
at least part of the time, with this number
anticipated to grow further (Global
Workplace Analytics, 2017). But while remote work
continues to be a broad trend, there are generational
nuances that may influence how it plays out across
organizations. At present, Baby Boomer employees
represent the largest proportion of remote employees
and foresee greater growth in remote work in the next
few years than other generations (Global Workplace
Analytics, 2017). Yet, Gen X, Gen Z, and Millennial
employees more actively seek organizations with
remote policies (Gallup, 2017) and among leaders, it
is these younger generations that are more likely to
promote remote work: 74% of Gen Z and Millennial
leaders support remote employees on their teams,
compared to 64% of Gen X and 58% of Baby Boomer
leaders (Inavero, 2019).
A key factor in this may be leaders’ general confidence
regarding the viability of remote work in their
companies. Gen Z and Millennial leaders are more
likely to have their own unique leadership processes
in place to engage remote workers and report feeling
more confident that their organizations have the
resources to support remote work (Inavero, 2019).
When they perceive a lack of support or resources, this
set of leaders is also more likely to see the deficiencies
as being under their control. They tend to see
technology or communication tools as the main barrier
to expanded remote work, resources which tend to be
concrete and straightforward to obtain. Baby Boomer
leaders may focus more heavily on internal policies
and executive buy-in, barriers that may seem trickier,
or take longer, to overcome.
Organizations interested in initiating or continuing a
remote working program may want to consider potential
generational differences in leaders’ perceptions of, and
support for, remote work on their teams. Ensuring that
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policies and resources are thoughtfully aligned with
the needs of a remote workforce may help promote
a culture that is broadly conducive to remote worker
success. Leaders new to remote leadership, regardless
of their generation, may also benefit from active
guidance and training in how best to connect with
and empower their remote team members. In taking
such approaches to understanding and working with
generational differences, organizations may improve
their chances of being at the forefront of the remote
worker movement as it continues into the next decade.
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